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Abstract
Theory of mind (ToM ) is a great evolutionary achievement.
It is a special intelligence that can assess not only one’s own
desires and beliefs, but also those of others. Whether it is
uniquely human or not is controversial, but it is clear that
humans are, at least, significantly better at ToM than any
other animal. Economists and game theorists have developed
sophisticated and powerful models of ToM and we provide a
detailed summary of this here. This economic ToM entails a
hierarchy of beliefs. I know my preferences, and I have beliefs
(a probabilistic distribution) about your preferences, beliefs
about your beliefs about my preferences, and so on. We then
contrast this economic ToM with the theoretical approaches
of neuroscience and with empirical data in general. Although
this economic view provides a benchmark and makes useful
suggestions about empirical tendencies, it does not always generate a close fit with the data. This provides an opportunity
for a synergistic interdisciplinary production of a falsifiable
theory of bounded rationality. In particular, a ToM that
is founded on evolutionary biology might well be sufficiently
structured to have predictive power, while remaining quite
general. We sketch two papers that represent preliminary
steps in this direction.
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1. Introduction
Human cognition, the theme of the present collection, is
clearly an evolutionary achievement of the highest order.
A capstone attribute of human cognition is theory of mind
(ToM ) and this is the topic of the current contribution
(and a major focus of Frith’s contribution in this issue
[1]). An agent with ToM has the ability to conceive
of himself, and of others, as intentional beings. At the
core of this is an ability to attribute mental states—
desire, knowledge, belief, intent, etc.—and to interpret
observed behavior in terms of such states. Although the
phrase “theory of mind” rarely appears in the economics
literature, the foundations of modern economic theory
include a powerful and elegant mathematical description
of ToM. This theory is germane to decision theory, and
is crucial to the study of strategic interaction.
The central economic assumption here about behavior
is that individuals are Bayesian rational. In strategic
settings, this assumption needs to be supplemented, most
fundamentally by the assumption that there is “common
knowledge” of such Bayesian rationality. An individual
who is Bayesian rational is endowed with well-defined
preferences and subjective probabilistic beliefs about the
world and makes optimal choices in the light of these
preferences and beliefs, where these optimal choices are
generally taken as those implied by maximisation of expected utility. Further, such an agent updates her beliefs
in the light of new information in the mathematically
correct fashion described by Bayes’ Theorem. Common
knowledge of rationality (CKR) means that each individual knows that each other individual is rational; that each
individual knows that each other individual knows that
the first individual is rational; and so on, ad infinitum.
Theoretical research in economics has largely concerned
itself with the sometimes surprisingly subtle implications
of Bayesian rationality for decision theory and game
theory. This theory generally progressed with minimal
input from experimental data. Although this stance
might seem unreasonable, it has been productive until
now. (The theory of auctions is an example of a success
story within economic theory. Perhaps because auctions
are often high-stakes games, quite subtle theoretical effects can sometimes be found in the observational data.
Klemperer [2], for example, surveys auction theory.) The
economic stance is best understood as an agnosticism
about internal mental processes that focuses instead on
idealised observed behavior.
Recently, work in experimental and behavioural economics (importantly inspired by psychology) has recorded
systematic deviations from the Bayesian rational ideal.
Early work focussed on the choices of individuals in
isolation. Later work tested behavior in the context of
strategic or social interaction problems. The work here
suggests important cognitive limitations that manifest
themselves in behavior that is not consistent with the
standard model. Two of the most salient departures
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are associated with social preferences, such as altruistic
the camber of the road. Nevertheless,
or spiteful behaviour, and computational limits. The
they behave as though they were contime now seems ripe, then, to initiate the synergistic
sciously gathering all the necessary data
integration of these two approaches—the top-down theoand then computing an optimal response.
retically driven approach of economics and the bottom-up
more empirically motivated approach of neuroscience and That is, the standard economic philosophy is that it is
psychology.
“as if” individuals were Bayesian rational and it is not
necessary that this be an accurate description of the
In this spirit, the present purpose is to provide a short
process by which this is achieved.
and informal survey of the traditional economic approach
to full sophistication in strategic interactions, and to In the second place, it is not necessary to believe that this
consider how this approach should be modified in the light model describes any individual’s behavior exactly. As is
of neuroscientific theory and empirical observation. In inevitable in any account of human behavior, we only
greater detail, we set the stage by presenting a sketch of hope that the model captures a central tendency.
the economic theory of own preferences in a non-strategic
setting, as well as a derivation of such preferences from However, sufficiently egregious non-compliance with some
a biological model. We next sketch the theory of fully aspects of Bayesian rationality might be selected against.
sophisticated strategic interactions that rely upon CKR. Such selection might be social in nature—it might involve
We then discuss some of the implications of neuroscience being taken advantage of by others as in a “money pump,”
and experimental studies in relation to how people deviate for example. Consider, that is, an individual whose
from the rational ideal. We conclude by considering a preferences are intransitive, so that he has the following
biological model in which it would be advantageous for strict preferences over three bundles of goods A, B and
an individual to represent the preferences of other agents. C as follows A  B  C  A. Indeed, given a binary
This last model extends in a natural fashion the model of choice, he would prefer the “better” option even if he has
to also pay $1. Suppose he is endowed with the bundle
the evolution of own preferences.
A. Now he is offered to chance to swap A for C, which
he does, also conceding $1. He is then offered a chance to
2. Utility and Preferences in Economics
swap C for B which he does, again giving up $1. Finally,
he is offered back the original bundle A which he accepts,
The term “rationality” has a rather weak meaning in giving up a further $1. He is now back where he started,
economics. If individuals maximise some utility func- except for being out of pocket to the tune of $3. This
tion, such utility functions must satisfy only very weak process can then be repeated arbitrarily often, indeed
restrictions. Indeed, the standard approach to demand pumping away all the individual’s wealth. More generally,
theory is via “revealed preference” [3] (See Chapters 1- but less rapidly, biological evolution might serve to weed
3 in [4] for a modern textbook treatment). Revealed out individuals whose behavior departs radically from the
preference investigates the restrictions on choice behavior Bayesian ideal. We consider a simple example of this
in the relevant market settings that are implied by utility below.
maximisation. In particular, it derives a set of restrictions
that is both necessary and sufficient for the derivation Let us turn now to perhaps the central construction in
of the entire class of associated utility functions. (This decision theory—the derivation of the “expected utility”
class of utility functions have the same indifference curves, criterion for choice under uncertainty. We begin with
roughly speaking.) This set of restrictions on choice the expected utility theorem of von Neumann and Morbehavior represents the culmination of a historical process genstern [6]. In contrast to the idiosyncratic subjective
of applying “Occam’s razor” to strip away unnecessary probabilities considered by Savage [7], which may vary arbitrarily between individuals, von Neumann and Morgenassumptions on utility functions.
stern consider the simpler case of objective probabilities,
Why do economists assume individuals are Bayesian ra- probabilities for which there is general agreement. The
tional, in particular? It is not that economists believe basic approach in both cases is axiomatic—various genthat each individual consciously and unerringly max- eral underlying principles to guide choice are suggested,
imises expected utility, where the expectation is derived where these axioms have intrinsic intuitive appeal. In
from her beliefs and where these beliefs are manipulated the von Neumann and Morgenstern case these axioms
precisely as prescribed by Bayes Theorem. In the first generate a criterion based on the expectation of the utility
place, there is no need for conscious deliberation. Bin- of each possible outcome.
more [5] (p. 61) provides a nice account of the standard
The crowning expression of Bayesian rationality in decianalogy—
sion theory is the axiomatic derivation by Savage [7] of
In keeping their balance, (cyclists) do
expected utility with subjective probabilities. That is,
not solve complex systems of differential
these probabilities are no longer objective, agreed upon,
equations in their heads (or, at least, not
as in von Neumann and Morgenstern, but are idiosynconsciously). Nor are they conscious of
cratic, part of preferences themselves. Savage imposes all
monitoring such factors as windspeed and
the axioms used by von Neumann and Morgenstern that
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ensure the requisite additive separability in the subjective
probabilities. He must also impose additional axioms to
identify these subjective probabilities from behavioural
choices.
Savage’s treatment of expected utility supposes that an
agent considers all possible states of the world in formulating her preferences. The notion of “states of world” has
been refurbished in modern epistemological game theory,
where states of the world may now include the strategies
chosen by opponents or the opponents’ “types.” In a
two person game, my opponent’s type may include her
payoffs, her beliefs about my payoffs, her beliefs about
my beliefs about her payoffs, and so on. We return to
consideration of modern game theory in the next section.
First, we conclude the present section on decision theory
by considering the biological evolution of expected utility.

know the probability distribution of either gamble to
begin with. Rather she has a prior belief distribution over
each distribution. However, she has many opportunities
to make a draw from one or the other gamble and can
update her belief distribution for the gamble chosen.

This problem is the so-called “two-arm bandit problem,”
by analogy with the “one-armed bandit” found in casinos.
In general, this is a problem that is made difficult by
the tension that exists between the desire the exploit
the arm that has the higher apparent expected payoff,
and the desirability of experimentation to ascertain more
clearly which arm is preferable in fact. That is, you
might be tempted to choose the arm that you believe
is better currently, but this choice means you give up on
checking whether the other arm, despite seeming worse
now, might nevertheless turn out to be preferable. The
two-armed bandit problem, although trivial in principle
because there are only a finite number of options overall,
2.1. The evolution of utility. What light does biois famously difficult to analyse from a practical point of
logical evolution shed upon preferences? On attitudes
view.
to risk in particular? Perhaps the best metaphor for
thinking about the relationship of evolution to the indi- Consider the dramatic simplification, however, that arises
vidual comes from economics—the principal-agent prob- if there are many repetitions, with each one having neglilem. Consider a firm with one owner (one for simplicity) gible fitness consequences. In this case, experimentation
and one CEO. The owner wishes the CEO to maximise is cheap and it is possible to have one’s cake and eat it too.
the value of the firm, but the owner lacks the detailed That is, it is possible to ascertain which arm is preferable
information about the circumstances of the firm that is using only a small fraction of the repetitions, and then to
readily available to the CEO. The owner would then like exploit that arm for the preponderance of the time.
to design a contract for the CEO that ensures that the
CEO is induced to come as close as possible to maximising What we have argued so far is that, if an individual is
equipped by evolution with a utility of each outcome that
this value of the firm.
agrees with fitness, then she can learn to choose correctly
In the same way, evolution might be thought of as a between an arbitrary unknown pair of distributions on the
principal who “wishes” the individual as the agent to two arms. That is, she can react appropriately to entirely
maximise reproductive success. However, still as in the novel distributions, as long as she had been exposed to a
principal-agent metaphor, evolution is not aware of var- set of previous distributions that was sufficiently rich to
ious idiosyncratic features of the environment. That is, tie down the utility for all outcomes. The possession of a
to use less anthropomorphic and more neutral language, utility function allows evolutionarily optimal behavior to
these features were not frequent enough in evolutionary be generated in a decentralised fashion by the individual.
history that behavior appropriate to the feature was Indeed, any method of ensuring that the individual can
selected. Robson [8] argues that such a situation favours adapt to such novel distributions, must have implicit
the partial devolution of control away from evolution onto in it the same utilities over outcomes, and entail the
the individual. That is, it pays for evolution to allow the maximisation of expected utility.
individual to freely decide on an action, while still dictating the individual’s preferences over some appropriately
specified outcomes. This combines the benefits of setting
the right goals with exploiting those arising from the local
3. Bayesian theory of mind
information of the individual.
Such an argument is applied in [8] to explain the evolution
of attitudes to risk, in particular. Suppose that there a
finite set of outcomes, c1 , ..., cN say, each of which has an
associated level of fitness. Suppose we hypothesise that
the individual has been equipped by evolution with a utility for each outcome that agrees with fitness. Arbitrary
gambles arise over these outcomes, and the individual
should favour the gamble with the higher level of expected
utility. There are infinitely many more such gambles,
of course, than there are outcomes. The individual has
to choose between two such gambles, but she does not

While decision theory models rational choice in isolation,
game theory provides a description of how rational actors
interact with one another. Its formal apparatus has
yielded a convenient framework for modeling a great
number of social problems—broadly described as issues
of conflict and cooperation. Economists have employed
these methods to study a seemingly limitless variety of
social and economic matters, e.g., the hiring decisions of
firms, the bargaining behavior of employers and unions,
the designing of contracts, the voting decisions of a population, and even courting and mating behavior.
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In strategic choice the consequences of an act will, in
general, depend on the choices made by other agents.
Hence, in addition to being able to identify a favourite
among a set of outcomes, an actor must be able to
predict the behavior of others. In order to do this, he
might have to reflect on the desires (or utility functions)
of his opponents. It could, however, be premature for
his deliberations to stop there. A natural consequence
of strategic thinking is an internal dialogue akin to the
following.
D: What she does depends on what she thinks I will
do, but what she thinks I will do depends on what
she thinks I think she will do, but what she thinks
I think she will do . . .

In order to settle the question of what economic agents
will do, it appears we, as game theorists, require a
complete, explicit description of their internal states of
mind—these internal states including, crucially, beliefs
about the mental states of their opponents. On the face of
it, we need a theory of ToM, a way to represent sequences
of nested, self-referential descriptions of internal states,
e.g., the first player’s beliefs about the second player’s
beliefs about the first player’s intents. Although, in many
applications of game theory the above infinite regress is
circumvented by the notion of a Nash equilibrium [9, 10]
(in a Nash equilibrium, no player can improve her payoff
by unilaterally deviating from her equilibrium strategy),
game theorists have still found it necessary, in order to
analyse some situations, to develop formal models of fullfledged theories of mind.

first player’s mental configuration, and so on. Thus, the
Harsanyi construction is an explicit theory of mind.
The second branch of the literature to give a serious
account of players’ internal states of mind aims to provide epistemic foundations for the equilibrium concepts
themselves. A central question in this area is: what do
players need to know (about a game, about others, and
about what others know) for their actions to constitute an
equilibrium? Possibly the best known, certainly the most
powerful, answer to the this question is given by Aumann
[14] who shows that common knowledge of Bayesian
rationality induces correlated equilibria, a generalisation
of Nash equilibrium allowing correlation in strategies.
Here, common knowledge, by Alice and Bob, of an event
means both Alice and Bob know it, Alice knows that Bob
knows it, Bob knows that Alice knows it, Alice knows
that Bob knows that Alice knows it, and so on (the idea
was formalised in [15], for surveys of the concept, and
particularly its use in economics, see [16, 17]).

Harsanyi’s model of ToM admits a succinct description
of a potentially intractable hierarchy of beliefs that is
amenable to equilibrium analysis. His construction of,
say, Alice’s mental configuration is composed of: (1)
probabilistic beliefs about her own utility function, and
(2) a probability distribution over the possible mental
configurations of Bob. Note that embedded in the mental configurations of Bob that Alice deems possible, are
hypothetical mental configurations of Alice—the mental
models of Alice that Alice believes Bob deems possible.
In fact, within each mental model there is an infinite
sequence of self-referential models. Still, even though
the Harsanyi model describes a situation with an infinite
number of nested ToMs his compact formulation permits
a
complete analysis based on only the first layer, a player’s
Most of this effort has been in two branches of the
probabilistic
beliefs about own utility and his beliefs
literature. The first, initiated by Harsanyi [11, 12], was
about
the
minds
of other players. The remainder of this
motivated by the analysis of games in which players
section
is
dedicated
to clarifying how this works.
lack information about substantive details of the game.
Harsanyi recognised that a complete description of such
a game required the explicit representation of an infinite regress of reciprocal beliefs. He arrived at this by 3.1. A motivating example: Alice and Bob go to
reasoning in the following way. The introduction of a the movies. We will illustrate the main ideas in a game
parameter that is unknown to some player necessitates a theoretic context using the story of two friends, Alice and
description of his probabilistic beliefs about the unknown Bob.
parameter. Suppose these beliefs, themselves, are unThere is one movie theatre in town and it features a film
known to the other players. Then an account of other
at 7 pm. The friends must choose, in ignorance of each
actors’ probabilistic beliefs about the first player’s beliefs
others’ choices, whether to go to the movies or stay at
must be given. This in turn requires an account of all
home. Of all types of films, Alice only enjoys comedies
players’ beliefs about those beliefs, and then a description and has a distaste for any other type of movie. Bob,
of beliefs about those beliefs, and so on. Even in simple on the other hand, is somewhat indifferent between all
environments an exhaustive description could result in
movies. In fact, he can only enjoy the movie experience
a staggeringly complex, intractable structure. Harsanyi
if Alice is there with him and has a decidedly negative
provided a tractable way to analyse such problems. His
experience when he watches a film without her. Figure 1
approach was to recognise that the entire hierarchical describes the game payoffs.
belief structure could be summarised by modeling each
player’s mental configuration as a utility function paired Of the two numbers in each cell, the first is the payoff
with his probabilistic beliefs about the other players men- corresponding to Bob, and the second is Alice’s payoff.
tal configurations [13]. Nested in a player’s beliefs about For example, if Alice goes to the theatre and Bob stays
others’ mental configurations there are beliefs about the at home, and the film is a comedy, the payoffs are given
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Comedy

Other

Bob Go
Stay

Alice
Go
Stay
2, 2
−3, 0
0, 2
0, 0

Bob Go
Stay

Alice
Go
Stay
2, −3 −3, 0
0, −3
0, 0

Figure 1. Payoffs when the featured
film is a comedy and when it is not a
comedy.
by the lower-left cell of the first matrix. Bob gets 0 and
Alice obtains a 2. On the other hand, if the movie is not a
comedy and both friends go to the theatre, Bob is happy
to watch a film with his friend. He gets 2. Alice gets −3.
Figure 1 describes the friends’ material payoffs but more
is needed to settle the matter of how we should expect
them to play the game—this will depend on what they
know about each others’ state of knowledge.
As a first pass, suppose Alice knows the type of film being
featured. In the event the feature is a comedy, she is
better off going to the theatre irrespective of what Bob
does. Alternatively, if the film is not a comedy, she is
better off staying home—again irrespective of what Bob
does. Hence, if Alice is rational and knows the genre of
the featured film, her strategy should be: go to the theatre
if the movie is a comedy, and stay at home otherwise.
In order for Bob to choose appropriately he must predict
how Alice will behave. To do this he should know the
genre of the film and, moreover, that Alice knows it too.
Then, by reasoning as we did previously, he can conclude
that she will go to the theatre when a comedy is screened
and stay at home otherwise. His rational choice is then
to go to the theatre when the movie is a comedy and stay
at home when it is not.
We have just described the equilibrium of the game (the
friends go to the theatre when the film is a comedy and
stay at home when it is not) when it is assumed that Alice
and Bob know the genre and that Bob knows that Alice
knows it. It should come as no surprise that we obtain a
different prediction when we change these assumptions.
3.2. Alice and Bob with incomplete information.
Now suppose the friends do not know the genre of the film
being featured at 7pm. We proceed to model the epistemological environment using an informational model
developed in [7] and [15]. It will later be shown that
this information model is associated with an equivalent
Harsanyi structure in that it induces the same hierarchy
of beliefs.

three films that could potentially be screened at the
local theatre, movies 1, 2, and 3, Blazing Saddles, The
Godfather, and The Odd Couple, respectively. Alice and
Bob know this. Moreover, they know 1 and 3 are comedies
and that 2 is not. However, Alice is far away from the
marquee when she decides whether to go to the theatre
or not. From where she sits she cannot read the name
of the feature, but can only count the words in the title.
Bob, on the other hand, lives close enough to the matinée,
but is situated at a disadvantageous angle with respect to
the marquee. A large building covers his view of all but
the first three letters of the advertisement. When the
theatre advertises that it will showcase Blazing Saddles,
Bob knows a comedy is being screened but Alice cannot
distinguish between the announcements, “screening Blazing Saddles” and “screening The Godfather”. When The
Godfather is advertised, both of the friends are unsure of
the feature’s genre. Alice knows the screening is either
of Blazing Saddles or of The Godfather while Bob knows
it is either The Godfather or The Odd Couple. Finally,
when The Odd Couple is scheduled, Alice knows what is
being screened but Bob is unsure of whether the actual
feature is The Godfather or The Odd Couple. Figure 2
describes the friends’ vantage points.
Feature:
Alice knows
Bob knows

film 1

film 2

1 or 2 1 or 2
1

2 or 3

film 3
3
2 or 3

Figure 2. The information of the two friends
When the friends are Bayesians it is possible to calculate
their posterior (after assuming their vantage points) beliefs about the genre of the film using their prior (before
assuming their vantage points) beliefs about the film. For
specificity, suppose before assuming their vantage points,
the two friends believe film 1, film 2, and film 3 are all
equally likely. Then, for example, when the state is 1 and
Alice observes the marquee, she knows that the state is
either 1 or 2. Since these mutually exclusive events are
equally likely to occur, she must, as a Bayesian, assign
probability 1/2 to the feature being film 1 and 1/2 to the
feature being 2. Proceeding in this manner we can obtain
the friends’ posterior beliefs about the type of film. These
are displayed in Figure 3.
3.3. Generating mind theories. We have thus far provided a description of how the friends see the world with
regards to the underlying state of uncertainty—the genre
of the featured film. But suppose Alice reasons that Bob
must have a mind just like she does. In her deliberations
about his mind she might come to the conclusion that he
maintains some notion of how she herself sees the world.

Let us assume Alice and Bob, at the moment of deciding
whether or not to go to the theatre, have different vantage To see how we can generate a ToM from the information
points of the marquee. Suppose further, that there are structure from Figure 2, assume now that Alice believes
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Feature:

Alice’s beliefs:

Bob’s beliefs:

film 1

film 2

film 3

Comedy

1/2

1/2

0

Other

1/2

1/2

1

Comedy

1

1/2

1/2

Other

0

1/2

1/2

Figure 3. Beliefs after assuming their
vantage points when Alice and Bob believe each of the films is equally likely –
before assuming their vantage points.
Figure 2, her own, and Bob’s prior beliefs are common
knowledge, and moreover that she believes the event
“Alice and Bob are Bayesians” is common knowledge.
Consider the event E = “the feature is a comedy”, which
obtains whenever film 1 or film 3 are scheduled. In
the event 1 is advertised, Alice knows the feature is
film 1 with probability 1/2 and film 2 with probability
1/2. She knows 1 is a comedy. Therefore, she assigns
probability 1/2 to event E whenever film 1 is scheduled.
These are her first-order beliefs. Since she knows Figure
3, Alice knows that whenever the actual feature is 1,
Bob will know it. Therefore, she assigns probability 1/2
to the event “Bob knows the film is a comedy”. She
also knows that when the screening is of 2, Bob assigns
probability 1/2 to it being a comedy. Thus, she assigns
the residual probability of 1/2 to the event “Bob assigns
probability 1/2 to the feature being a comedy”. Those
are Alice’s second-order beliefs (beliefs about Bob’s first
order beliefs), conditional on film 1 being advertised. In a
similar way we can calculate her third-order beliefs—her
beliefs about Bob’s beliefs about her first-order beliefs,
and so on.
3.4. Harsanyi’s type structure. Recall now our informal description of Harsanyi’s ToM model. For example,
Alice’s mental configuration, is a probability distribution
over possible pairings of: (1) a utility function for herself,
and (2) a mental configuration for Bob. In this section we
construct Harsanyi’s type structure for the environment
described in Figure 2. In accordance with standard game
theory terminology, from now on we refer to a player’s
mental configuration as his or her type.
For an intuition for how to generate the type space
consider the following. For any given underlying state
of the world (a scheduled film), a player either knows
the film or not. But for each player, not-knowing can
only happen in one way. When Alice does not know
the feature she knows that the feature is either 1 or 2.
Moreover, whenever a player knows the feature he/she

believes the other player is the not-knowing type. On
the other hand, whenever a player is a not-knowing type
he/she assigns probability 1/2 to the other player being
the knowing type and 1/2 to the other player being the
not knowing type. Thus, we can generate a type structure
for our model with four types, denoted t1A , t2A , t1B and t2B .
The types with the subscript A are Alice’s; those with the
B subscript are Bob’s. The two different types for each
player correspond to situations in which they either know
the film being screened or they do not know it.
When the feature is 3, Alice is type t1A which knows the
film is 3 and assigns probability 1 to Bob being type t2B
(the not-knowing type). When the feature is either 1 or
2, Alice is type t2A which assigns probability 1/2 each to
the events “the feature is 1 and Bob is type t1B ” and “the
feature is 2 and Bob is type t2B .” Bob’s types can similarly
be defined.
Feature:

film 1

film 2

film 3

Alice knows

t2A

t2A

t1A

Bob knows

t1B

t2B

t2B

Figure 4. Mapping from features to
types.
The “1” types correspond
to types that know the feature being
screened. The “2” types know the feature is one of two films.

Alice

com., t1B

com., t2B

not, t1B

not, t2B

t1A

0

1

0

0

t2A

1/2

0

0

1/2

Bob com., t1A

com., t2A

not, t1A

not, t2A

t1B

0

1

0

0

t2B

1/2

0

0

1/2

Figure 5. Harsanyi’s type structure:
For instance, the top table: Alice’s types
and their beliefs about the genre and
Bob’s type. For example, when Alice is
t1A , she assigns probability 1 to
(Comedy, t2B ).
To see that this type structure will generate precisely the
same beliefs as those obtainable directly from Figure 2,
consider Alice’s beliefs about the event E = {“the feature
is a comedy”} when 1 is scheduled. In this case Alice is
type t2A and Bob is t1B . Reading the t2A beliefs from the
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top table of Figure 5 we see that Alice assigns probability
1/2 to event E. So her first-order beliefs about E are
the same as those obtained in Section 3.3. Furthermore,
she assigns probability 1/2 to each of the events “Bob is
t1B ” and “Bob is t2B .” But t1B assigns probability 1 to E
and t2B assigns probability 1/2 to E. Clearly, Alice has
precisely the same second order beliefs about E as the
ones we obtained in the partitional model. In fact, the
beliefs coincide for all events, in all states.

3.5. What have we done so far? Thus far, we have
described two compact representations of a hierarchical
ToM (Figure 2 and Figure 5). The reader might be
asking: what is the point of this, aside from providing a
convenient short-hand? The answer is that the compact
representations admit tractable equilibrium analyses.
The traditional sentiment among game theorists is that
in incomplete information environments, it is the hierarchies, rather than type structures etc., that really
underlie strategic interaction. Analysing games through
belief hierarchies—which can obtain boundless depths—
is often impracticable, however. The power of Harsanyi’s
approach lies in the fact that reasonable behavior in
the real game, in which players act under maintained
hierarchies of belief, is also a reasonable way to play
the game on an appropriate, and greatly simplified, type
structure. The converse is also true. Therefore, analysing
the game on the right type structure is without loss of
generality while being much simpler. To calculate the
equilibrium of the two friends what is required is to obtain
the appropriate choice for each of the four possible types
(this is because the type encapsulates a player’s view of
the world in its entirety).

theatre when 3 is advertised and Bob always stays at
home.
3.7. Two questions. Thus far, we have generated fullfledged theories of mind using compact representations
and used one of these to derive an equilibrium prediction
for the incomplete information game
Two questions remain. The first is: can we go the other
way? Suppose rather than starting from the description
in Figure 2 we began by considering an arbitrary hierarchy of beliefs. Could we obtain a Harsanyi type structure,
for instance, that is consistent with the original hierarchy?
After all, type space constructions would be of little use if
their employment required extraordinary restrictions on
the underlying belief structures. The answer to this first
question is yes—provided beliefs satisfy a rather natural
consistency requirement [18, 19, 20].

The second question concerns the strength of the common knowledge assumption. In order to derive Alice’s
hierarchical theory of Bob it was assumed that Figure 2
is common knowledge. One way to justify such common
knowledge is to posit that Alice and Bob are familiar with
each others vantage points and that this is really what
is common knowledge. Imagine, for instance, that Alice
(or Bob) had at some point looked at the marquee from
Bob’s (or Alice’s) vantage point while Bob (or Alice) was
there to witness the event. Then common knowledge of
the information structure would be natural whenever it
was assumed that rational agents come to hold the same
beliefs whenever they are fed the same information (this
is Harsanyi’s [12] basic justification for the assumption).
Another way around the problem is to assume that Alice
maintains probabilistic beliefs about Bob’s information
structure. For instance, she might assign probability 1/2
to his view of the world being described by Figure 2 and
3.6. Back to the game. We now settle the question probability 1/2 to his having a different vantage point.
of how the friends would play the game where they to We could then generate Alice’s theory of Bob by assuming
maintain the belief hierarchies generated by Figure 2 or this new information structure is common knowledge.
Several works have shown that iterating this procedure
alternatively, Figure 5.
yields an expanded type space where common knowledge
Suppose Alice is t2A , which would be the case whenever of the knowledge structure can be assumed without loss
films 1 or 2 are advertised. Recall that t2A assigns prob- of generality (see, for example, [20, 21]).
ability 1/2 to the feature being a comedy. Then t2A ’s
expected utility from going to the screening is 1/2 · 2 +
4. Comparison to observations and theoretical
1/2 · (−3) < 0. Since zero is her payoff from staying at
neuroscience
2
home, Alice should stay at home whenever she is tA . On
the other hand, she should go to the movie when she is
t1A since in that case she knows the feature is a comedy. The above economic model of ToM is an elegant and
powerful intellectual achievement, but how does it relate
Now suppose Bob is t1B . In this case Bob knows the film is to the theoretical approaches in other disciplines and to
a comedy, but he also knows Alice is t2A . By reasoning as empirical data?
we just did, he concludes Alice will stay at home. Clearly
What are the neural networks employed by ToM ? A
Bob should stay home whenever he is type t1B .
debate in the neuroscience literature concerns whether
Finally, Bob stays at home when he is t2B . To see this ToM tasks simply rely on the same networks employed
note that this type assigns probability 1/2 to Alice being for general logical reasoning, as might seem efficient. Van
t1A (she goes to the theatre) and 1/2 to her being t2A (she Overwalle [22] provides a meta-analysis of this question
stays at home). So t2B ’s expected utility from going is that stresses the distinction in neural activity between
1/2 · 2 + 1/2 · (−3) < 0. In sum, Alice only goes to the ToM tasks and general logical reasoning. He finds, in
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particular, that the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is
less often engaged during reasoning tasks that do not
involve human agency. Relatedly, Gallagher et al. [23]
find more activity in the anterior paracingulate cortex (a
region previously associated with mentalizing tasks) in
subjects that believed they were playing a simple game
against a human competitor relative to those subjects
that believed they were playing against a computer.
Gallagher and Frith [24] review literature implicating the
anterior paracingulate cortex, the superior temporal sulci
and the temporal poles in ToM tasks. In a different
setting, Rilling et al. [25], find more intense activity in the
commonly observed theory of mind neural network when
subjects played human, rather than computer, opponents.
Frith and Singer [26] is a recent review of cognition in
social settings. They advocate that specific networks
used for processing our own mental states are pressed
into service to process the similar mental states of others.
Frith [1] argues, more specifically, that mentalizing can
occur through an automatic process operating without
the protagonist’s awareness. That is, we account for the
knowledge of others when it is different from our own, but
in an effortless, unconscious manner.
There is not a lot of work that explores the fruitful
interaction that should be possible between the economic
ToM and neuroscience. An exception is [27]. ([28]
investigates the neural mechanisms relevant to [27] and
[29] considers the implications for autistic behavior.) The
basic model in these papers considers a repeated game.
Each individual makes each choice with a probability that
reflects the long-run payoff to that choice. This long-run
payoff involves predicting the play of each opponent. A
hierarchical structure reminiscent of the ToM is obtained
by supposing that, to the first order, players ignore
the play of their opponents. To the second-order, they
suppose their opponents follow a first-order strategy, and
so on.

ball is white. Most people choose the R-ball in the first
case, suggesting that they estimate that the probability
that the H-ball is white is at least 49%. However, most
people also prefer the R-ball in the second case as well.
There are then no probabilities that can be assigned to
the two colors in the ambiguous urn that are consistent
with this pattern of choice. This violates “probabilistic
sophistication” or the dictum that choice should depend
only on the list of outcomes and the list of associated
subjective probabilities for those outcomes.
Hoffrage and Gigerenzer [32] describe experiments demonstrating that medical students and doctors do not estimate probabilities in accordance with Bayes Theorem.
For example, consider the following question posed to
house officers, students and doctors at the Harvard Medical School. A certain disease has an incidence of 1/1,000
and there is a test that has a false positive rate of 5%.
If the test is positive, what is the probability that the
patient actually has the disease? The estimates ranged
from 95% (given by 27 out of 60) to the correct answer
of 2% (given by 11 out of 60). (This answer is correct
assuming a false negative rate of 0%.) This is a little
alarming, given that diagnosis is at the heart of the
expertise of doctors. The experiment was done in 1978;
possibly performance would be better now.
At the same time, there are some startling instances of
automatic conformity with Bayes Theorem. Ernst and
Banks [33] for example, describe how people integrate
visual and haptic (touch) sensory inputs about the height
of a ridge. If the goal is to minimise the variance of
the overall estimate, the visual and haptic inputs should
be weighted in inverse proportion to their individual
variances. This is a reasonably close description of what
actually occurs.

Bayesian rationality serves as a useful benchmark and
constitutes an important and fruitful perspective from
which to view the data. It would be naive, however,
This is very reminiscent of the economic approach of to expect uniformly close agreement between this theory
Stahl [30]. Stahl assumes that first-order individuals and empirical phenomena. What would be enormously
understand that opponents will not use strategies that are useful as a supplement to Bayesian rationality would be
never a best reply. Second-order individuals understand a structured theory of bounded rationality that is not
the choices made by first-order individuals, and so on. empirically empty.
The key difference between [27] and [30] seems to be the
repeated nature of the interaction in the former and the
5. Evolution of theory of mind
onetime nature of the interaction in the latter.
People do not merely fail to reason to an infinite depth
(order), but do not always adhere to even more basic
components of Bayesian rationality. A classic example of
such behavior is due to Ellsberg [31]. A variant of his
experiment is as follows. Consider two urns—one urn, R,
say, with 49% white balls and 51% black balls and another
urn, H, say with an unspecified proportion of these two
colors. One ball has already been chosen from each urn,
but their colors are still unknown by the subject. This
subject must nominate either the R-ball or the H-ball.
In the first case, the individual wins $1,000 if the ball is
black. In the second case, the $1,000 is awarded if the

One promising avenue that is worth investigating in this
light is to consider the biological evolutionary genesis
of ToM. Ultimately, such an approach might suggest a
promising way to bound rationality that would not merely
fit the data but have out-of-sample predictive power.
Monte, Robalino and Robson [34] initiate consideration
of this biological genesis of ToM from perhaps the most
basic point of view possible. It is taken as given that
individuals have an appropriate own utility function, so
the focus is on the advantage of knowing the utility functions of opponents. Such an advantage is presumed in the
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other literature in economics. As in the treatment by [8]
of the evolutionary advantage of an own utility function,
the advantage of knowing another’s utility stems from
reacting appropriately to novelty. We consider games
in which players must learn to play appropriately in
an environment that becomes increasingly complex. We
show that having a template into which the preferences of
an opponent can be fitted enables a sophisticated player
to deal with a higher rate of innovation than can a naive
individual who adapts to each game.

of outcomes raised to a power, and it is this power that
is the key growth parameter. If the growth rate is low,
both types converge on playing appropriately in every
game. If the growth rate is high, on the other hand,
both types converge on a success rate of zero. For an
intermediate range of growth rates, however, the ToM
types will converge on a success rate of 1, while the naive
types will converge on a success rate of zero. In this
simple, strong and robust sense, then, the ToM type
outdoes the naive type. The key reason for the greater
success of the ToM type is simply that there are vastly
Consider the argument in greater detail, limiting attenmore possible games that can be generated from a given
tion, for the present purpose, to a two-stage extensive
number of outcomes than there are outcome pairs.
form with perfect information. Player 1 moves first, with
two choices. Player 2 moves next, again with two choices, The two-stage game is special in a number of ways. The
but knowing the move made by player 1. In each period, player 2’s have no need of strategic sophistication at
each of a large number of player 1’s is randomly matched all, and the strategic sophistication of the player 1’s is
to an opponent drawn from a large number of player 2’s. limited to knowledge of player 2’s preferences. However,
In addition, the outcomes needed to complete the game we argue that analogous results continue to hold for more
are drawn randomly from some large and growing but general S-stage games of perfect information. The growth
finite set. Each player has a strict ordering over the set of in complexity here does directly not stem from higher
outcomes. Each player is fully aware of his own ordering and higher orders of belief, since when learning about
but does not know the strict preference ordering of his preferences occurs here it is common knowledge. Any
opponent.
growth in complexity that there is stems from the more
prosaic need for players moving near the start of the game
We compare two types of players—naive and sophistito obtain preference information about more and more
cated “theory-of-mind” (ToM) types. In the two-stage
players. Remarkably, this greater complexity does not
setting, this distinction is only important for player 1,
show up as a decreased ability to respond to novelty.
since the optimal choice by the player 2’s relies only on
2’s preferences. The naive players behave in a fashion that
is consistent with simple adaptive learning in psychology 5.1. A static version of the argument. We can illuand with evolutionary game theory in economics. Each minate the results for the two-stage game by considering
game is seen as a fresh problem, so naive learners must a purely static and much simpler version of the argument.
adaptively learn to play each such different game. For Suppose there are N outcomes available to each player.
simplicity, however, we assume this adaptive learning Consider the naive strategy for player 1 that maps each
is very fast. The first time a new game arises, the game to the appropriate action. The complexity of this
is then simply the number of such games, which
adaptive learner plays inappropriately; but on the second strategy
4
is
N
,
since
each of the four outcomes of the game has N
appearance, her play is fully appropriate. This clearly
possibilities.
loads the dice against the result we establish concerning
the evolutionary advantage to the ToM type.
Consider the ToM strategy that anticipates the choice
The ToM type of player 1, on the other hand, is disposed
to learn the other agent’s preferences. It is relevant now
that the pattern of play is revealed to all players at the
end of that period. We assume that each ToM type
plays inappropriately if she does not know how player
2 will make either pair of choices that might arise in
the game. Each time the player 1’s see the player 2’s
being forced to make a choice, the player 1’s learn how
the player 2’s rank the two outcomes. Note here, that
the assumption that there are a large number of player
2’s means that there is no incentive for the player 2’s to
choose contrary to the myopic optimum. For simplicity,
we do not suppose the player 1’s use the transitivity of
the preference ordering of the player 2’s. Again, this
assumption loads the dice against the result we establish
concerning the evolutionary advantage of the ToM type.

made by player 2 between each possible pair of outcomes
for player 2. The complexity of this strategy is the
number of such pairs, namely N (N − 1)/2, which is only
second-order in N .
It is plausible that the ToM strategy entails some additional computational cost, associated with an additional
computational procedure. This additional cost might
then well be independent of N , however. Even with a
fixed cost component, the ToM strategy will be preferred,
at least for large enough N .

5.2. Testing the model. It would be of inherent interest to experimentally implement a version of the model
outlined above, perhaps simplified to have no innovation.
That is, put a reasonably large number of subjects into
each of two pools—one for the player 1’s and one for the
In order to study how relatively successful these two player 2’s. Induce the same preferences over a large set
types are, we introduce innovation. The gap between the of outcomes for each of the player 1’s and for each of
arrival of new outcomes depends on the existing number player 2’s by using monetary payoffs, but where neither
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side knows the other side’s preferences. Play the game
otherwise as outlined above.
How fast would the player 1’s learn the player 2’s preferences? Would they be closer to the sophisticated ToM
types described above or to the naive types? How would
children play? Autistic individuals? What regions of the
brain would be activated in solving this task? (Some of
the likely candidates for neural networks to be activated
are discussed in Section 4.) Would individuals who are
more sophisticated, in the sense of using the information
available more efficiently, show greater activation in some
specific regions?
6. Conclusion
This collection is devoted to perhaps the most startling
of all evolutionary products—human cognition. We focus
on an aspect that seems particularly likely to contribute
to understanding our prodigious sociality and resultant
evolutionary success—theory of mind or ToM. Although
the economic theory presented here is powerful, elegant
and general, it does not closely fit the data. There is
the promise here of fruitful interdisciplinary interaction
to develop a useful theory of bounded rationality. One
promising avenue of investigation is to consider the biological basis of decision theory and game theory. We accordingly outline two papers that consider the biological
basis of ToM, as a start to developing a less sophisticated,
more realistic, but still general, theory.

N. Robalino
email: nkasimat@sfu.ca
A. Robson
email: robson@sfu.ca
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